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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the Dynamics 365 administrator for a group of financial
advisors.
Advisors must use one business process flow to guide them
through the standard lead to invoice process.
Each entity has the following number of stages and steps:
You need to modify the business process flow to make it valid.
A. number of entities
B. total number of stages
C. number of steps per stages
D. total number of steps
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your ERX Edge Router is constantly going to a boot## prompt.
What is the most likely cause for this condition?
A. low voltage
B. corrupted flash
C. bad mid-plane
D. bad SRP
E. bad line module
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company wants to develop a web site to implement an on-line
sales channel. The company has decided to do some usability
testing, but resources are limited. The usability testing has
therefore to be done as efficient as possible. Which THREE
techniques would you recommend?
[K4] 3 credits, 2 out of 3 correct 1 credit
A. Exploratory testing
B. SUMI
C. Equivalence partitioning
D. Heuristic evaluation
E. Usability laboratory
F. Pairwise testing
G. Use case testing
Answer: B,D,G

NEW QUESTION: 4
When you mouse over and click to add a search term this (thesE.
Boolean operator(s) is(arE. not implied.
(Select all that apply).
A. ( )
B. NOT
C. OR

D. AND
Answer: A,B,C
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